“More to math”
matematika
oktatókészlet

“MoreToMath” alapkészlet 1-2
Az alapkészlet 1-2. osztályosok számára
javasolt. Építés közben játékosan fejleszti
a matematikai problémamegoldást
mindössze egy LEGO® készlettel.

A “MoreToMath” egy komplett oktatási megoldás
ANIMALS AND INSECTS
Snake Lesson 1
Snake

ANIMALS AND INSECTS

Name:

SNAKE 1

Class:

ANIMALS AND INSECTS

Assessment

Make use of the available assessment tools (e.g., the Observation Checklist for
evaluating students’ work and recording their progression).

Sequence Task 1 (5 min.)

Individual Activity

45 min.

Key points to observe during this lesson:
In this problem the students construct a snake from the image on the worksheet.
(MP 1) Students concentrate on building snakes of the correct length. They ask
SNAKE 1
They also need to figure out its length. Let them count the number of studs on
each other or the teacher questions if they need help with understanding.
their model and write their answer. The solution
to this problem is 8 studs.
Individual
(MP 6) Activity
Students can build snakes of precise lengths.
Mathematical Practices (MP) in Focus
Suggested meaningful words to underline in the task are build, how long, and
(Learning Target) Students can add within 20.
• Make sense of problems and persevere in solving
studs. them (MP 1)
• Attend to precision (MP 6)
Note whether students use specific vocabulary and how precise their
Let the students take the model apart before advancing to the next task.
explanations are. Also note how well they persevere in seeking a solution for each
Supporting Mathematical Practices
task.
• Model with mathematics (MP 4)
Name:
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Snake

Snake

Length
3 studs

Height
1 brick

Sequence Task 2 (10 min.)

MP Vocabulary
• Make a plan
• Problem solving
• Solution
• Persevere
• Precision
• Modeling

Width
1 stud

Self-Assessment: (5 min.)
In this problem the students construct a snake
that
is longer
than
10 studs.toAll
Draw
your
students’
attention
the assessment statement, read it out loud, and
snakes with more than 10 studs are the correct
The snakes
need
toanswer
turn
askanswer.
the students
to mark
their
according to their experience on their
to fit onto the plate. Let the students count the
studs onYou
theirmight
snake
andtowrite
worksheet.
want
refer their answer to a specific task from the lesson.
their answer. You might want to make your students aware that there are several
solutions to this problem.
Suggested meaningful words to underline in the
task MathBuilder
are longer than, and 10 studs.
Using
1 Build the snake. How long is it when counted in studs?

2 Build a snake that is longer than 10 studs.

I can build a snake and find its length.

Length
3 studs

3 Build two different snakes that are 14 studs long. You need to use 6 bricks.
Show the bricks you used. Show the bricks you added together.

Let the students explain how they built the model, their approach, and
Let the students take the model apart before advancing to the next task.
the reasoning behind it. Help them become aware of the process by asking
questions (e.g., What did they do to solve the problem? How did they start?
What did they do next?). Let the students present their solution to the class.

Height
1 brick

Width
1 stud

I can build a snake and find its length.

Build the longest snake possible.
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Sequence Task 3 (15 min.)
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MP Vocabulary

Connect (10 min.)
In this problem the students construct snakes with a length of 14 studs using
• Make a plan
onlymany
6 bricks.
The students
will have differentExtended
approachesLearning
and will build various
Max and Mia visit a zoo that has a terrarium with
different
snakes. Some
• Problem solving
solutions.
Snakes
fulfiothers
lling both
be the 6correct
solutions. You might
snakes are long, others are short. Some are on
the ground,
while
are constraints will
5
Here are
some
ideas to support the students
at different levels of learning.
4
• Solution
7
make your
students
aware that there are several
solutions
to this problem.
3
hanging from branches in a tree. The snakes want
have to
similarities
and
differences.
• Persevere
2
Suggested meaningful words to underline in the task are two
different, 14 studs
1
Ideas for discussion
and extension:
• Precision
long, and 6 bricks.
• Which bricks did you use? Which numbers• Modeling
did you put together?
Ideas for Discussion
• How can you build the snake even longer?
Use the image for setting the scene and connecting students to the task.
• Build a snake that is longer than 20 studs.Content Vocabulary
Here are some ideas to support discussion in your classroom.
• Let the students write a sentence that describes
their snake.
• How long
• What do Max and Mia see when they look through the Mathnifier?
• How many snakes are there?
• How long is the shortest/longest snake, and how do you know?
• How can you compare different-looking snakes?

1 Build the snake. How long is it when counted in studs?

• Count
Ideas for differentiation:
• Longer than
• Change the number of bricks in use.
• Add
• Put a constraint on the task (e.g., include a certain brick or set a time limit).

2 Build a snake that is longer than 10 studs.

Learning Target (CCSSM)
• 1.OA.A.1

Sequence
Purple Brick (5 min.)
• 1.OA.A.2

Lesson Start Sequence
Ask the students to find the bricks needed for the activity. Let the students build
the model shown on the worksheet. Read each task out loud or let the students
read it on their own. Ask the students to underline the words that create meaning
in the context before solving it.
Optional: Use the first task of a lesson as a preassessment tool. Observe how
well the students work alone and together. This might help you to plan the level
of differentiation required to support the learning needs of each student.

• 1.OA.C.5
By
building the longest snake possible defined by studs, students can get a
• 1.NBT.A.1of solutions depending on their creativity. The students can explain their
variety
• 1.MD.A.1
reasoning.
All bricks put in a line will give a snake that is 44 studs long. This task
• 1.MD.A.2
can
be used as a preassessment for the Common Core State Standard 1.NBT.A.1
• 1.MD.C.4the counting sequence.
Extend

Build the longest snake possible.

3 Build two different snakes that are 14 studs long. You need to use 6 bricks.
Show the bricks you used. Show the bricks you added together.

For details see the Curriculum Grid.

I can build a snake and find its length.
Build the longest snake possible.
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MoreToMath oktatócsomag 1-2
Problem Solving
Competencies

Tanítási útmutatót és a tanulók számára
feladatokat tartalmaz különböző
tudásszintekhez.

Matek építés
Szoftver tanároknak
interaktív táblához.

Intro

Animals
& Insects

Grade 1

1

+2

=3

1

+2

=3

?

MP 1

MP 6

MP 1

MP 6

1

+2

=3

1

+2

=3

Grade 2
Outdoors

1. Make sense of problems
persevere
MPand
1
MP 6in solving
them
MP 1
MP 6
6. Attend to Precision

Introduction
Curriculum Grid
Assessment

Sports

Food

From the top... behind...
under... beside... to the
right...

From the top... behind...
under... beside... to the
right...

?

From the top... behind...
under... beside... to the
right...

?

From the top... behind...
under... beside... to the
right...

?

Snake
Extend the counting sequence
Count to 120
10 = a bundle of ten ones

Flowers
Place value (1s and 10s)
Add within 100
Subtract multiples of 10

Running
100 = a bundle of ten 10s
200 = two 100s, no 10s, no 1s
Count within 1000

Shopping
Add/subtract within 100
Add/subtract within 1000
Compare three digit numbers

Numbers &
Operations
in Base Ten

2. R
 eason abstractly and
quantitatively
3. Construct viable
MP argumentsand
2
MP 3critiquethe
of MP
others
MP reasoning
2
3
My snake is 3 studs long
and 3 bricks high.

2

+3

=5

My snake is the
same length and but
shorter.

I have 2 green bricks
and 3 red bricks. I have
5 bricks altogether.

My snake is 3 studs long
and 3 bricks high.

I have 2 green bricks and 3
red bricks. I have 5 bricks
altogether.

2

2

++33

=5

=5

My snake is the
same length and but
shorter.

I have 2 green bricks
and 3 red bricks. I have
5 bricks altogether.

I have 2 green bricks and 3
red bricks. I have 5 bricks
altogether.

MP 2
2

+3

=5

MP 3

Hens

Berries

Long Jump

Baking Day

My snake is 3 studs long
and 3 bricks high.

2

+3

=5

My snake is the
same length and but
shorter.

I have 2 green bricks
and 3 red bricks. I have
5 bricks altogether.

MP 2
I have 2 green bricks and 3
red bricks. I have 5 bricks
altogether.

2

+3

=5

MP 3
My snake is 3 studs long
and 3 bricks high.

2

+3

=5

My snake is the
same length and but
shorter.

I have 2 green bricks
and 3 red bricks. I have
5 bricks altogether.

I have 2 green bricks and 3
red bricks. I have 5 bricks
altogether.

2

+3

Addition (Add to) One-step
word problems Result, Change
and Start Unknown

=5

Subtraction (Take from)
One-step word problems
Result, Change and
Start Unknown

(Put together/Take apart) One
and two-step word problems
Total, Addend and Both,
Addends Unknown

(Compare) One and two-step
word problems Difference,
Bigger, Smaller Unknown

Operations
& Algebraic
Thinking

4. Model with mathematics

Getting
started
Classroom
Management Tips
Warm-Up Activities
MathBuilder Software

5. Use appropriate tools
strategically

MP 4

MP 5

MP 4

MP 5

MP 4

MP 5

MP 4

MP 5

Butterfly
Measure lengths
Order three objects by length
Compare the lengths

Train
Organize, represent
and interprate
data. How many
How many more/less

Shot Put

Gardening

Measure by using appropriate
tools. Estimate lengths, How
much longer is one object
than another

Represent data w/ up to 4
categories. Solve problems
involving lengths. Put-together,
take apart, and compare

Measurement
& Data

7. Look for and make use
of structure
8. L
 ook for and express
regularity in repeated
asoning

Matematikai
problémamegoldás

MP 7

MP 8

MP 7

MP 8

MP 7

MP 8

MP 7

MP 8

Lion
Partition rectangles into two
and four shares. Describe
the shares. Spacial Skills
– Position and direction 1

Pond
Describe the whole as two
of, or four of… Decomposing
into more equal shares
Spacial Skills – Mirroring
and symmetry

Swimming

Party Cake

Partition rectangles into two,
three, or four shares, Describe
the shares. Spacial Skills –
Position and direction 2

Describe the whole as 2/2, 3/3,
4/4. Equal shares of identical
wholes. Spacial Skills – side,
front, top view

Geometry
& Spatial
skills

Tanári training
5 oktató videó

Animáció

Tároló-szortírozó doboz

Extra tanulási alkalmazás a
matematikai problémamegoldáshoz.

Szortírozó tálcával, mely segíti a gyors
keresést és rendszerezést.

MoreToMath alapcsomag 1-2
LEGO kockák az egyszerű modellek
megépítéséhez és a matematikai
problémák megoldásához.

H-Didakt Kft. a LEGO Education hivatalos magyarországi képviselete
06 30/460-9638

info@hdidakt.hu

www.hdidakt.hu

A “MoreToMath” út a matematikai
problémamegoldás fejlesztéséhez
1. osztály
Problémamegoldási
készségek

Bevezetés

Állatok
és rovarok

2. osztály

Környezetünk

Sport

Étel

1. Ismerd fel a problémát
gondold átMPa6 megoldási
MPés
1
folyamatot MP 6
MP 1
1

+2

Számok és
műveletek
tízes
számkörben

=3

6. Figyelj a precizitásra
1

+2

MP 6

MP 1

MP 6

Bevezetés,
kísérletezés

?

From the top... behind...
under... beside... to the
right...

?

From the top... behind...
under... beside... to the
right...

?

From the top... behind...
under... beside... to the
right...

?

From the top... behind...
under... beside... to the
right...

=3

MP 1

1

+2

=3

1

+2

=3

Kígyó

Virágok

Futás

Bolt

2. Az okok összefoglalása
3. Készíts életképes érveket,
kritikákat és indokold őket
MP 2

MP 3

MP 2

MP 3

Műveletek
és algebrai
gondolkodás

My snake is 3 studs long
and 3 bricks high.

2

+3

=5

I have 2 green bricks
and 3 red bricks. I have
5 bricks altogether.

2

2
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=5

=5

I have 2 green bricks and 3
red bricks. I have 5 bricks
altogether.

MP 2
2

+3

=5

My snake is the
same length and but
shorter.

My snake is 3 studs long
and 3 bricks high.

I have 2 green bricks and 3
red bricks. I have 5 bricks
altogether.

My snake is the
same length and but
shorter.

I have 2 green bricks
and 3 red bricks. I have
5 bricks altogether.

MP 3
My snake is 3 studs long
and 3 bricks high.

2

+3

=5

My snake is the
same length and but
shorter.

I have 2 green bricks
and 3 red bricks. I have
5 bricks altogether.

MP 2
I have 2 green bricks and 3
red bricks. I have 5 bricks
altogether.

2

+3

=5

MP 3

Tyúkok

My snake is 3 studs long
and 3 bricks high.

2

+3

=5

My snake is the
same length and but
shorter.

I have 2 green bricks
and 3 red bricks. I have
5 bricks altogether.

Bogyók

Távolugrás

Sütés

I have 2 green bricks and 3
red bricks. I have 5 bricks
altogether.

2

+3

=5

4. Modellezd a matematikát

Kezdés
Bemelegítő feladatok
az osztálynak
a matek építő
programmal

5. Alkalmazz jó kellékeket és
stratégiákat

MP 4

MP 5

MP 4

MP 5

MP 4

MP 5

MP 4

MP 5

Mérések és
adatok

Pillangó

Vonat

Pénztár

Kertészkedés

7. Nézz utána és építsd meg
a feladatot
8. Figyelj, hogy egyértelmű
legyen, indokolj

MP 7

MP 8

MP 7

MP 8

MP 7

MP 8

MP 7

MP 8

Geometriai
és térbeli
képességek

Oroszlán

Kacsa

Gyűjtsünk össze 11 tojást! Hány tojás mara

Uszoda

Szülinapi torta

NyŰgözze le diákjait és
tanítson a
“Matek Építő” szoftverrel
Építs 2 különböző kígyót, melyek 14 pötty hosszúságúak.
6 kockát használhatsz hozzá.

H-Didakt Kft. a LEGO Education hivatalos magyarországi képviselete
06 30/460-9638

info@hdidakt.hu

www.hdidakt.hu

